Integration made easy
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VISION

Barcode recognition,
our most popular
choice and proudly
designed by us

Metapack

If your parcel or large letter carries a barcode we
can sort it. Provide us with a PAN data file or a pre
advice file, linked to your barcode. We’ll reference
your barcode and sort the item to its destination.
You can track your item seamlessly as it flows
through our system. Don’t forget to include the
Secured Mail indicia.

We are fully integrated with Metapack, if you are
shipping with Metapack simply choose Secured
Mail in your carrier set up, this allows more flexibility
enabling an analogous 48hr product offering, with
seamless tracking into Royal Mail’s network.

AS2 & EDI

Simple
Merchant

interfaces – great
for multi-national
operators and large
organisations

Being a carrier for many large organisations an
AS2 coupled with EDI interface is active and can
assist in pre shipment information. It will require EDI
programming to European standards. You will have
access to real time tracking and scanning results.

Web
Services

A label and pick list can be printed that give
unique tracking information that’s accessible for
you and your clients using our Tracking widget, all
tracked solutions are available to view in the user
dashboard.

If you are technology enabled you can request your labels through
our Web Services interface, either per item or as a bulk upload,
the Name and address, plus weight or format is passed via a
Web Services call using SOAP or Restful interfaces. We return a
complete DSA compliant shipping label or just the barcode you are
required to print as code or as an image.

Manual Over
Labelling
Stations

Linnworks

Using the Bespoke Carrier export settings, set up a
new Velocity shipping profile and your orders will
export along with all your internal information, this
can be rapidly uploaded into our CSV shipping tool.

If you are a smaller volume shipper then a manual
solution maybe the way to go. We provide USB
scales, a PC and a printer. This generates a shipping
label with barcode that we can scan giving you
valuable tracking information.

CSV
Uploader

Automated
DWS

A helping hand

If your addressing information can be exported to
a CSV file with a format flag of F= Large letter and
P= Parcel plus an agreed or accurate weight. This
will generate a shipping label on a Label stock and
Zebra printer which we provide free of charge.

An automated process using OCR and inline
scales that will take a mixture of your packets and
large letters and label them with our routing. By
identifying weights and dimensions the system will
identify your packets from large letters, label them
and pass them through the correct stream.
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